
CLASSIC WINDOW BENCH SEAT

Classic Window Bench Seat

Model CH WS

The inspiration for this wonderful and unusual seat was a particularly fine Late George III example.
(c.1785-1790)

These types of bench seats are rarely found today, although they have many and various uses.  For
example, as bench seating in hallways, as a fine end of bed stool, placed behind a sofa, or, as the name

suggests, as a window seat.

The solid hardwood frame is beautifully and fully hand carved.  Every swag and drape, each harebell
flower, every leaf and flute are beautifully rendered.

Fabric Requirements: 7 metres

Optional upholstery options: The example shown in primrose yellow silk has a reversible buttoned
cushion, filled with feather and down. It also has a pair of end bolsters.



Finish options: The frame can be supplied polished, gilded or painted in your choice of colour.

Dimensions: 1500 x 460 x 820 mm h.  SH 450 mm

Stock: in stock

A stool without the arms is also available, model  CH BS

PRODUCT DESCRIPTION

Classic Window Bench Seat

Model CH WS

The inspiration for this wonderful and unusual seat was a particularly fine Late George III example.
(c.1785-1790)

These types of bench seats are rarely found today, although they have many and various uses.  For example,
as bench seating in hallways, as a fine end of bed stool, placed behind a sofa, or, as the name suggests, as a

window seat.

The solid hardwood of the Classic Window bench seat frame is beautifully and fully hand carved.  Every swag
and drape, each harebell flower, every leaf and flute are beautifully rendered.

Fabric Requirements: 7 metres

Optional upholstery options: The example shown in primrose yellow silk has a reversible buttoned cushion, filled
with feather and down. It also has a pair of end bolsters.

Finish options: The frame can be supplied polished, gilded or painted in your choice of colour.

Dimensions: 1500 x 460 x 820 mm h.  SH 450 mm

Stock: in stock

A stool without the arms is also available, model  CH BS

 


